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The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Drives my green age    -Dylan Thomas

20,000 pieces of space debris larger than a softball; 500,000 pieces of debris the size of 
a marble or larger; 4,300 satellites in space; 72 Percent of satellites are nonfunctioning; 
$1.4 billion in commercial loses caused by debris; 2,000  trackable fragments created 
by the last major satellite collision in 2009; 150,000 pieces resulting from China’s satellite 
destruction; 160 million pieces of space junk too small to be tracked.    

                                                                          -Thanks to Saraswati Rathod.                                     Sources: European Space Agency; NASA; Aerospace Corporation     

PLASTIC IN THE OCEAN?
TRY DEBRIS IN SPACE

OCCUPY & CRUSH ICE
Two days before the massive demonstration “Keep Families 
Together”, Women Disobey saw 630 women, clustered in a 
courtyard, shimmering in the white of metal blankets given to 
those disappeared children, chanting, chanting, chanting – and 
being arrested in a major action being coordinated by the 
Women’s March and the Center for Popular Democracy, the 
largest women’s direct action in U.S. history.
Quite suddenly, something crucial shifted in the mood of the 
grassroots resistance. You can time it, more or less, to the release 
of that devastating recording of migrant children weeping for their 
parents after having been ripped from their arms, or the widely 
circulated photographs of children being held in cages. Or maybe 
it’s just the relentless coverage by Amy Goodman and Associates 
on Democracy Now. The unfolding horror of Trump’s family 
separation policy, and his administration’s plans for indefinite 
immigrant detention, is galvanizing people to fight back in a way 
that hasn’t yet happened under this presidency — specifically, 
with mass direct action.
Until now, though, protests against Trump have mostly been 
marches and rallies: legal, permitted events. The resistance has 
been massive, but its character has been mild. It’s suddenly 
ramping up, though, as a growing number of people are now 
ready to do more than march
On June 25, in advance of the major nationwide actions, armed 
Federal Protective Service officers returned to the Portland, 
Oregon office for Immigration and Customs Enforcement. ICE 
personnel had not been back since June 19  and now protesters 
began disallowing easy access in and out of the building. A mass 
of people had formed the night before and began blocking the 
exit at closing time on Monday afternoon. As the protest grew 
that evening, an ICE staff person came out and demanded the 
protesters move so that the ICE staff could “go home to their 
families.” It was that line that caused an insurgent uproar, 
cementing the creation of a community that included hundreds of 
people and tents.
The Portland Occupy was initiated by the Direct Action Alliance 
which from the first pushed for an occupation, a blockade that 
would directly contest ICE’s ability to continue aggressive 
immigration arrests, and the growing numbers of protesters 
decided to enact a round-the-clock vigil.“The feeling has been 
one of community and defiance and revolution. It really felt like 
once the occupation started, and started growing, that we were 
on to something here,” said organizer Jenny Nickolaus.

'CRUSH ICE' Continues on Page 16

There has never been a time in 
history that the criminalization of growing 
medicine or living off grid was so severe, nor 
consequences as damaging, as today thanks 
to Humboldt County, ushering in what some 
are calling Greensweep 2.0.
An estimated 500 abatement letters (for a 
alleged ‘cultivation nuisances’) hit the fence 
posts all over Humboldt County last month, and 
that figure continues to grow. Each letter 
demands a $30K fine be paid, often in addition 
to tens of thousands a day, and all alleged 
‘nuisances’ to be abated within ten days or less. 
The war on drugs has also never been more 
profitable for local government. (Do the math 
500 x 30K is 15 million dollars, and that’s before 
daily fines for 90 days).
I get a call at least once a week with people 
saying saying; “My friend just got an abatement 
letter.” followed with; “They had a 215.”... “They 
had 12 plants.”... “They weren’t even 
growing.”... “They just had a greenhouse, or an 
outhouse!”
Greenfuse spoke with one such person, ‘Nancy’ 
(for her protection), a lifelong resident and an 
admired advocate for her community. She 
explains that in Rancho Sequoia about 20% got 
hit hard by the county and are about to loose 
the little that they have for violations like; living 
in an RV, an outhouse, a pile of dirt, junk cars or 
a greenhouse, more often, without cannabis.
“I know so many people under attack by the 
county that if we don’t get something figured 
out immediately, many are going to loose their 
property. I know a 70 year old man with a 215, 
who received an abatement letter telling him he 
can't have 12 plants, that his doctor told him he 
could grow, and has consecutively for the past 
20 years. Another friend got an abatement letter 
for a small amount of dirt he was amending and 
a shitter- he didn’t have a single plant, nor 
greenhouse- he told me he refuses to work with 
government, removed the shitter and is taking 
the stance of, ‘take my land or leave me alone,’ 
and so far, “nothing has happened yet in one 
month.”
‘Nancy’ continues,
“My friends who are getting busted are those 
who have grown for 40 years, who came here 
specifically to escape government corruption 
and violence exactly like this, folks who have 
215s and are only growing for personal smoke, 
people who have never gone over what their 
doctors gave them permission for. What I hear 
and see everyday happening at the hand of 
the county is straight terrorism. They are 
going to take the whole mountain. I am in 
tears over this! I am devastated for my 
community, not to mention I’m afraid to check 
the mail. We are under a full-fledged attack on 
our basic human rights, 

                                                              
and it’s all happening behind doors with              
zero accountability.”

  It is a very scary and frustrating time for 
cultivators of food and medicine, and locals 
living off-grid, in a county once prized for its 
independence. Once upon a time living off grid 
and growing food and medicine was looked 
upon fondly here. Now (since prop 64 passed) 
having a greenhouse greater than 120 sq. ft. 
without a permit makes you in violation of 
county building code and if it is suspected you 
were growing at some point in your greenhouse 
(hint- it always is), made a ‘criminal’ regardless 
of whether you are cultivating strawberries, 
tomatoes or cannabis, the assumption by code 
enforcement is the latter. Sure some that receive 
abatements may be cultivating medicine, 
however the fact that some are not cultivating, 
or cultivating for personal use on a 215 and still 
receiving abatements, should have us all 
incredibly concerned.
Currently post prop 64 one can cultivate a 
million plants without a permit or 215 and 
receive only a misdemeanor, however the fine 
print reads that one will be charged with a felony 
if there is any of the following in addition to 
(suspected) cultivation; garbage near a stream, 
un-permitted buildings- greenhouses included, 
dirt moved/grading greater than 50 cubic ft 
(prior to your ownership or not doesn’t matter- 
thanks logging companies!), guns, using an RV 
as a residence, inoperable vehicles, unapproved 
sewage disposal system (outhouses),  improper 
storage and removal of solid waste, (one of 
maybe the only slightly conscionable 
accusations) development in a stream side 
management area without permit,  and the list 
goes on (See Code sections 331-28, 331-14, 
314-55.4, 314-61.1, 354-1, 611-3, 521-4, 314-81.1. for 
more information). You best believe if you get an 
abatement letter, the county will accuse you of 
at least one other violation (often something that 
came with the property or has been in place for 
generations), with minimal investigation, in order 
to advance their agenda of making enormous 
profits by criminalizing the cultivation of a plant!
These common code violations are generally not 
costly on their own. However because there is 
an assumption, without proof, or often even the 
will of the County to confirm in person that you 
have an empty greenhouse, the fines are 
thousands, sometimes hundreds of thousands 
instead of hundreds of dollars, eventually 
threatening your ownership of the property. 
Then again this is nothing new; this government 
has been stealing people’s property since the 
country's founding.
Some of these folks who received this letter say 
they are not even cultivating in 2018 and still 
told to pay fines, based often on 2016/17 
satellite images. Rest assured, the Supreme 
Court is almost as unsure as to the 
constitutionality of warrantless surveillance, as 
you are. 
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GREENSWEEP 2.0

 Total Attack


